Abstract-Modern online social platforms enable their members to be involved in a broad range of activities like getting friends, joining groups, posting/commenting resources and so on. In this paper we investigate whether a correlation emerges across the different activities a user can take part in. To perform our analysis we focused on aNobii, a social platform with a world-wide user base of book readers, who like to post their readings, give ratings, review books and discuss them with friends and fellow readers. aNobii presents a heterogeneous structure: i) part social network, with user-to-user interactions, ii) part interest network, with the management of book collections, and iii) part folksonomy, with books that are tagged by the users. We analyzed a complete and anonymized snapshot of aNobii and we focused on three specific activities a user can perform, namely her tagging behavior, her tendency to join groups and her aptitude to compile a wishlist reporting the books she is planning to read. In this way each user is associated with a tag-based, a group-based and a wishlist-based profile. Experimental analysis carried out by means of Information Theory tools like entropy and mutual information suggests that tag-based and group-based profiles are in general more informative than wishlist-based ones. Furthermore, we discover that the degree of correlation between the three profiles associated with the same user tend to be small. Hence, user profiling cannot be reduced to considering just any one type of user activity (although important) but it is crucial to incorporate multiple dimensions to effectively describe users preferences and behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online social platforms are widely acknowledged as privileged venues where users can generate, share and consume content. The ability of collecting large amount of data describing user activities in such platforms offers unprecedented opportunities to investigate whether different user behaviors are somewhat related [1] - [5] . Understanding the interplay between user activities is still an open research problem with important implications, including building better recommender systems [6] - [9] , predicting patterns of collective attention, behavior and communication [10] - [13] or unveiling the dynamics of group formation and evolution in technologicallymediated social networks [14] - [17] . S Many authors [18] , [19] highlighted an alignment between social structures generated from user interactions and attributes describing user features and tastes. Such an alignment broadly falls in the scope of the homophily theory, which suggests that people are more likely to create social connections with others sharing their interests.
The social structure created by people with similar interests is a powerful tool to spread ideas and behavior: recent studies [20] , [21] investigated how happiness propagates over the members of Twitter and they show that such a propagation is regulated by homophily. Analyzing the correlation between social links and personal mood may become a key step to understand the collective mood of large populations, which, in turn, plays a major role in influencing individuals' behavior and collective decision making.
However, uncovering the relationship binding social structures and user interests is a hard task for a number of reasons. First of all, information describing user contributed contents (semantic signals) as well as social ties (social signals) should be available. Semantics and social signals can be acquired by crawling an online social platform [22] , [23] but the reliability of the findings from the analysis of a collected sample crucially depends on its size and significance. The effects generated by wrongly collecting data may be disruptive [24] , [25] .
A further drawback is that, in many cases, user feedback can be conceived as a combination of social and semantic signals whose separation is hard and they can be easily confounded [26] . For instance, consider the comments users are posting about an object they recently bought. Comments have a semantic connotation because their linguistic analysis highlights how a particular person reacts to a given topic she is exposed to [27] . However, from a homophily perspective, users may avail themselves of the comments posted by others to be kept abreast of novel content circulating in their social sphere and to quickly form an opinion about unknown items.
In the past, few authors studied the relationship between social and semantic signals [1] , [28] . Santos et al. [1] focused on CiteULike and Connotea, two social sharing systems aiming to promote the sharing of scientific publications. The authors provided a measure of user similarity based on user tagging activities and they studied whether user similarity relates to social behavior (e.g., the level of engagement in a discussion group.) That work, however, focused on a specific class of Web users (i.e., researchers) which are strongly motivated to access bibliographic repositories for professional reasons. A different context was explored by Schifanella et al. [28] who focused on two popular online platforms, i.e., Last.Fm and Flickr and studied the possibility to predict social links between two users
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on the basis of the similarity of their tags.
Currently, very little is known about the correlation among user activities when multiple signals are available and some of these signals present both a social and a semantic component. This article attempts at filling this knowledge gap: to this purpose, we extensively analyzed aNobii, a Social Web platform hosting book lovers. aNobii is, in our opinion, an ideal testbed: first of all, a complete and anonymized snapshot of the aNobii social network has been collected by Aiello et al. [2] and it was made available for research purposes. Hence, we can study the whole aNobii social network rather than a sample extracted from it. In addition, aNobii user activity provides both social and semantic signals, albeit in combination. aNobii users may join (or start) thematic groups, as well as create friendships with other users. They are also allowed to review books and label them by means of tags, either freely-chosen or from a pre-defined set of categories. Finally, a nice feature of aNobii is the presence of wishlists, i.e., a collection of books a user is planning to read.
Wishlists are halfway through semantic and social signals: on the one hand, a wishlist specifies the books a user is interested to. On the other, wishlists represent a sociallyinspired tool for helping users to find books of their interest. In fact, reading can have a social aspect and, in some cases, pleasant readings are those suggested by our peers or friends. Users can browse each others wishlists and discover new books, read their reviews, comments and ratings; users are also allowed to exchange/donate/sell books. In this way, they can get valuable information even if they are not able to clearly formulate their needs; this feature increases the chances of serendipitous finding of books of their interest without even explicitly querying the platform.
The results of our analysis may be useful in a large number of applications. First of all, we could use the results of our analysis to understand how users perceive a specific platform: in case of aNobii, for instance, if relevant discrepancies would emerge in the intensity of tagging activity with respect to social activities, we may conclude that users would mainly perceive aNobii as a tool to better organize and manage their private book collection. By contrast, if the intensity of social activities would dominate over tagging ones, we could think aNobii as a platform capable of fostering social aggregation and collaboration among users. The output of our analysis is also useful to develop novel and unconventional strategies to recommend items in a social platform. More concretely, if we are interested in predicting the books that will appear in the bookshelf of a given user, we could establish in advance if it is more advantageous to look at the tags she applied, the groups she joined or the books in her wishlist (or combination of these dimensions.)
To perform our analysis we associated each user with three profiles, namely: (i) a tag-based profile (describing her tagging behavior), (ii) a group-based profile (specifying her tendency to join groups) and (iii) a wishlist-based profile (containing information about her wishlist.) Each of these profiles specifies a dimension of analysis.
The main findings of our analysis are the following: 1) In all the dimensions under investigation we found a small fraction of users which were heavily involved in activities like tagging, joining groups and compiling wishlists. By contrast, the large amount of remaining users was mostly inactive and their profiles were quite sparse. We also found that the average size of user profiles was not uniform across each of the dimensions and, in particular, the highest level of variability in the size of user profiles occurred in wishlist-based profiles. 2) We studied the correlation among user profiles in different dimensions by computing the Spearman's ρ coefficient. The resulting ρ was in general quite small, independently of the dimensions under investigation. Such an observation has practical consequences: in fact, if we wish to provide personalized services, it would be crucial to integrate information coming from different profiles into a global one in order to get a better picture of user needs. 3) We studied the information content embodied in each user profile by computing its Shannon's information entropy. Our analysis revealed that tag-based and groupbased profiles were, in general, more informative than wishlist-based ones. We also took user profiles in pairs and we computed their mutual information: we observed that the profiles share little mutual information, which means that the knowledge of the profile of a user in only one dimension is not sufficient to predict her behavior in other dimensions. 4) Finally, we observed a small but non-negligible fraction of users showing extreme behavior, i.e., users who are very prolific in a particular dimension but who were almost inactive in the others. Extreme behavior occurred in the practice of tagging and this informs us that a portion of users perceives aNobii as a tool for organizing knowledge rather than for creating social contacts.
II. RELATED WORK
In the latest years, research on online social networks (hereafter, OSNs) and social tagging received a lot of attention. A growing number of online social platforms (among which we include aNobii) allows their members to be involved in a wide range of activities like creating social links, joining groups, tagging/commenting/rating objects. These platforms are often modeled as heterogeneous social networks (HSNs) (also known as multidimensional social networks, multi-layered or multi-relational social networks) [9] , [29] - [31] .
The heterogeneity of HSNs mainly depends on two factors (or combinations of them.) On the one hand, several social relationships can link two members of a HSN: for instance, two users can be connected because they are friends and, simultaneously, colleagues. On the other, multiple relationships between two users can be inferred by monitoring their behaviors: for example, two users could be regarded as connected because they joined the same group. For each activity we can thus extract a social network and, then, a HSN appears as a juxtaposition of multiple networks, each recording a specific kind of user activity.
Some researchers focused on the analysis of the structural properties of a HSN and studied the interplay of user behavior in a HSN. Other authors were more concerned on predicting new social links or recommending items in a HSN. Here we review related literature in the domain of HSNs and aNobii.
A. Analysis of Heterogeneous Social Networks
Recently, some authors [1] , [28] started studying the interplay of social activities and user-generated semantics. In [1] , the authors focused on two datasets, CiteULike and Connotea about scientific publications. In order to quantify the strength of social ties involving users, they defined the level of collaboration of two users as the number of discussion groups to which two users were jointly affiliated. In an analogous fashion, the similarity between a pair of users was defined as the number of tags they jointly exploited or the number of scientific articles read by both of them. That work shows that the lack of collaboration was related to the lack of joint interests: users who never read/bookmarked the same group of papers also tend to join different discussion groups.
A further analysis is provided in [28] . In that paper, the authors conducted extensive experiments on data samples extracted from Last.Fm and Flickr. They showed that a strong correlation exists between user activity in a given social context (e.g., the number of friends of a user or the number of groups she joined) and the tagging activity of the same user. The most active users tend to have as neighbors users who are also highly active. As a final result, the authors observed that an alignment between users' tag vocabularies emerges between close users in the social network.
Our paper advances the state of the art in the analysis of HSNs in a number of directions. First of all, we consider semantic behavior (encoded by user tagging behavior), social behavior (considering the tendency of users to join the same groups) and user behavior that provides both a social and a semantic component (i.e., the wishlist users expose.) We study not only the correlation between different users' behavior but also the information content associated with each profile by means of Information Theory tools like entropy and mutual information.
B. Predicting Social Links and Recommending Items in HSN
The task of predicting and recommending new social links as well as items in a HSN has attracted the interest of many researchers [7] , [30] , [32] - [35] . Some authors [7] , [32] suggest to combine multiple data sources describing user activities in a social platform to better quantify how a given item can be relevant to a particular user or to predict new social links.
A nice approach to recommend social links has been discussed by Kazienko et al. [9] . The authors studied Flickr and identified 11 types of relations binding users (e.g., relations based on contact lists, relations based on tags, relations based on opinions about photos and so on.) Each relation r k is used to compute the strength s k ij of the social tie between two users u i and u j ; for a fixed relation r k , user community can be represented as an undirected and weighted graph such that each vertex represents a user u i (resp., u j ) and the weight of the edge connecting u i and u j equals s k ij . Strength values computed in each layer are aggregated to compute the global strength value and a further weight is introduced to compute the relevance that a given layer has for u i . These weights are then used to calculate the value v ij that u i would gain if u j were recommend to her.
Other authors focused on the task of determining the meaning of a social relationship and predicting new social links. For instance, in [33] the authors provide a supervised ranking approach to identifying relationship in a network consisting of the employees of a company with the goal of discovering subordinate-manager relationships. Another approach [34] analyzes a co-authorship network in the Computer Science domain and provides a probabilistic model to discover the roles of authors as well as the advisor-advisee relationships.
The strategies described above mainly focus on a specific domain. A more general approach is discussed in [30] . In that paper, the authors model a HSN as a graph G; an edge in G can be labeled with multiple attributes like family, colleague or classmate. Some labeled relationships are available as training data and this information is instrumental to learn a predictive function that, for each edge e in G, computes the probability that e has a particular label.
Some researchers focused on the problem of recommending groups a user can join and, in such a case, a social link connects a user with a group she joined. For instance, Chen et al. [35] provide an algorithm called CCF (Combinational Collaborative Filtering) which is able to suggest new friendship relationships as well as the communities they could join. CCF considers a community from two different but related perspectives: a community is a bag of users (formed by its members) and a bag of words describing community interests. By merging different types of information sources it is possible to alleviate the data sparsity arising when only information about users (resp., on words) is used.
In [36] the authors propose two algorithms to recommend communities. The former is based on association rule mining and it aims at discovering frequently co-occurring sets of communities. The latter is based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation [37] . It aims at modeling user-communities co-occurrences by means of a latent model and use this model to predict the communities a user should join.
A further research stream aims at recommending items in a HSN. For instance, the approach of Wang et al. [32] focuses on the problem of predicting click-through rate (CTR) of a commercial advertisement (ad) for a given user or a given query. In that paper, the text associated with the Web pages visited by the users is analyzed and topics are extracted by means of a classifier. To train such a classifier, a set of labeled Web pages plus a reference ontology is used. Extracted topics play the role of concepts and both user interests and the content of an ad are modeled as a vector of concepts: each user u and an ad a are associated with two vectors v u and v a respectively; here, the i-th component of v u and v a specify how much the i-th concept is relevant to u and a. The degree of matching σ(u, a) between u and a is defined as the inner product of v u and v a . The σ(u, a) coefficients are then used in conjunction with logistic regression to predict the probability that user u will click on ad a. In [7] an unsupervised approach to recommend resources in HSN is proposed. The authors model a HSN as a hypergraph whose vertices represent users and resources available in an OSN; hyperedges identify connections among users on the basis of their past activities. A variant of the Katz coefficient [38] is employed to determine the similarity degree of two users and, finally, to suggest both new social links and resources. This approach also works in a cross-social network scenario, i.e., it assumes that users created multiple accounts on different online social platforms. Finally, Chen et al. [39] propose a framework supporting different type of recommendations (item, friend and group recommendation.) In this approach two type of information were combined to produce recommendations of the other type (e.g., information about friendship and items were merged to suggest groups.) A matrix factorization algorithm was used to perform such a combination.
C. Studies on aNobii
The first extensive study of the aNobii platform and its features is due to Aiello et al. [2] - [4] . In those papers, the authors studied the dynamics of link creation and the social influence phenomenon that may trigger the diffusion of information in aNobii.
Some of the findings of [2] - [4] are extremely interesting: for instance, the selection of social partners is strongly driven by structural, geographical, and topical proximity and this provides a good basis for developing an algorithm for recommending social links.
The analysis from Aiello et al. differs significantly from that we carried out in this work because: (i) in [2] , [4] the authors considered as social links the friendship and neighborhood relationships, whereas here we focus on group affiliation. We believe that group affiliation, besides highlighting social interactions among users, closely reflects user interests. (ii) The goal of those papers [2] - [4] was to quantitatively analyze how book adoption spread across the aNobii social network therefore the authors tracked patterns of diffusion of specific information. By contrast, our goal is to study the alignment between tag-based, group-based and wishlist-based profiles.
III. THE ANOBII SHARING PLATFORM aNobii 1 is a social networking Web platform for book lovers and readers. It was created in Hong Kong in 2005 and now its members are distributed across several countries.
aNobii users are allowed to provide information about their bookshelf as well as personal information like their gender, age, country and, optionally, their town. According to Aiello et al. [4] , country is declared in about 97% of user profiles; in addition, roughly 40% of the profiles contains also an indication of town. The analysis of geographical information reveals that the aNobii social network fragments in two main communities, namely Italy and countries in Asia (namely Taiwan, Hong Kong and China.) About 60% of user population resides in Italy while the percentage of aNobii users residing in 1 aNobii official website: www.anobii.com the Asian countries is about 30% of the whole aNobii population. Connections between the two geographical communities are, however, quite sparse and they are mediated by smaller intermediate geographical clusters (e.g., the community of the users residing in the USA.)
The book collection mainly consists of two components: the list of books read by a given user and a wishlist containing the book titles she is planning to read. Users can rate and review books as well as tag them. Digital bookshelves resemble "private libraries" and, often, they are not specialized in a specific literary genre: in most cases, in fact, digital bookshelves contain popular novels plus essays, scientific books or comics, even if novel seems to be the prevailing literary genre. In some cases users appear prone to include books written in foreign languages and, therefore, the linguistic borders that traditionally assign a book to a national literature appear therefore fuzzier. This opens up to a globalized vision of literature and it is not surprising that books like the Harry Potter series or The Lord of the Ring trilogy are worldwide very popular. Users are allowed to specify their reading status (e.g., a user may specify if she has finished to read a book.) aNobii provides also some social features. Two types of user relationships are allowed: users can be friends if they know each other (for example, in real life or in other online social networks) or neighbors if the first one considers the library of the second one as relevant (this recalls the follower/followee relation in Twitter.) The two relationships above are mutually exclusive and the creation of a link binding two users does not require their mutual approval (differently, for example, from Facebook.) Therefore, links between two users can be regarded as direct. If two users are linked (either as friends or neighbors), then the updates in the library of one of them are immediately notified to the other.
A further social option offered by aNobii is the possibility of forming and joining thematic groups (in short, groups.) Groups are mainly used as discussion venues for book lovers of similar genres or for those who share similar reading interests. Information about the groups a user joined, the books she read, and her social links are public.
A. Notations and definitions
Here we introduce the notation that will be adopted throughout the remainder of the paper. Let (i) U be the set of aNobii users, (ii) B be the set of available books, (iii) T be the set of user-contributed tags, (iv) G be the set of available groups and (v) W be the set of available wishlists. The sets U , B, T G and W are henceforth called dimensions.
We are interested in modeling the strength of the relationship bonding two users according to a specific dimension. For instance, if we focus on the T dimension, we may assume that the larger the number of tags two users jointly applied, the stronger the relationship binding them according to the T dimension. In this paper we shall focus on three dimensions, namely T , G and W . We shall use undirected and weighted graphs to model relationship strength according to T , G and W dimensions and these three graphs will be denoted as G U T , G U G and G U W . In each of these graphs, each user u i is uniquely represented by a vertex v i . Edges are defined as follows:
1) in G U T , v i and v j are linked if u i and u j jointly applied at least one tag. The weight w U T (v i , v j ) of the edge v i and v j equals the number of tags that u i and u j jointly applied. 2) in G U G , v i and v j are linked if u i and u j have at least one group in common. The weight w U G (v i , v j ) of the edge joining v i and v j specifies the number of common groups u i and u j are jointly affiliated with. 3) in G U W , v i and v j are linked if there is at least one book appearing in both the wishlist of u i and in the wishlist of u j . The weight w U W (v i , v j ) of the edge joining v i and v j indicates the overall number of books in the wishlist of u i that appear also in the wishlist of u j . We are now able to introduce of the concept of user profile on a specific dimension: Definition 1: Let u i ∈ U be a user. The tag-based p T (i), the group-based p G (i) and the wishlist-based profile p W (i) of u i are vectors in R |U | and they are defined as follows
In our framework, the profile of a user is a multidimensional entity because we associate each user with as many profiles as the dimensions we are willing to observe.
B. Description of the Dataset
Our analysis was carried out on a complete snapshot of aNobii collected by Aiello et al. [2] in September 2009. The main features of available data are reported in Table I . From Table I it emerges that the number of users who joined at least one group is about 1.67 times higher than the number of users who applied at least one tag. The percentage of users who exploited both tagging and group services were about 22.2% of the whole user population. About 40, 900 users produced a wishlist (consisting, on average, of 36.17 books.)
IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We formulate our set of research questions in the following:
What is the intensity of user activities? We are interested in measuring how many tags a user applied, how many groups she joined and how many books have been inserted in her wishlist. Other studies from Social Web literature and social tagging systems [40] - [42] inform us about the existence of few, prolific users who are responsible of most of the activities taking place in a Social Web platform. We aim at checking whether such a behavior emerges also in aNobii and whether relevant differences emerge across different dimensions. Q 2 . How do user perceive tagging activities? We are interested in analyzing the semantics associated with tags applied by aNobii user. In particular, we want to check whether users prefer to apply generic tags having a broad meaning or, vice versa, if they privilege specialized tags with a narrow meaning. We also look at checking whether tags are perceived as a knowledge management tool (and, therefore, they are mainly applied to classify books) or, vice versa, if they reflect personal user tastes. To analyze tag semantics we will use Natural Language techniques and topic modeling.
Is there a correlation between the profiles of a user according to two different dimensions? We aim at observing users' behavior across different dimensions; the goal is to find out whether user behavior significantly differs across different dimensions. In this way, we will be able to understand to what extent semantic behavior differs from social one: for example, we will investigate whether users who are heavily involved in tagging activities are also more likely to join groups or create long wishlists.
What is the information content of each user profile? For instance, are tag-based profiles more informative than groupbased ones? In other words, do users prefer to focus on some tags exploited by few other aNobii users? In case of affirmative answer we can conclude that the semantic behavior of a user can be more easily predicted on the basis of the behavior of other users of aNobii platform. We can repeat such an analysis for social behavior by checking whether the groups a user will decide to join or the books she will insert in her wishlist can be predicted on the basis of the behavior of other users. To perform such an analysis we will rely on Information Theory techniques.
Q 5 Do extreme behaviors emerge in user behaviors? We are interested in performing a cross analysis of user behavior along different dimensions. Our investigation targets at answering questions like these: are there users who are heavily involved in tagging activities and, simultaneously, joined very few groups? Are there users who have compiled short wishlists but have applied a large number of tags? Such an analysis is relevant to disclose how users perceive the services provided by the aNobii platform. For example, if we discover that a fraction of users who joined a large number of groups but who did not applied tag at all (or in a limited fashion), then we could conclude that some users perceive the aNobii platform as a social networking Web site rather than a container for organizing their bookshelves and share it with other users.
V. THE INTENSITY OF USER ACTIVITIES
Our first series of experiments focuses on the structure of tag-based, group-based and wishlist-based user profiles. We start discussing tag-based profiles and we compute the empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) associated with the size of tag-based profiles. The CDF F X (x) specifies the proportion of elements in a distribution X which are less than a threshold value x. It ranges between 0 and 1 and it is a monotone non-decreasing function.
The CDF associated with tag-based profile size is reported in Figure 1(a) . For a given value x, Figure 1(a) allows to observe the probability that the size of the tag-based profile of a user is less than or equal to x. In an analogous fashion, we calculated the CDF associated with the size of group-based and wishlist-based profiles and the obtained results are plotted in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) .
Some interesting observations can be drawn from these figures. As for tag-based profiles, we know that the largest tag-based profile consisted of 2,622 tags, whereas the average size of tag-based profiles is 16.59 with a standard deviation equal to 46.08 and a median of 7. Despite few exceptional values, we can conclude that users generally apply few tags and over 90% of users applied less than 30 tags. The adoption of tags in aNobii is therefore broadly distributed, and this is consistent with findings reported for traditional folksonomies [41] , [43] , [44] .
An analogous trend emerges for group-based profiles (see Figure 1(b) .) However, the number of groups users join is much smaller than the number of tags they use. We found that the largest number of groups a user decided to join was equal to 554. Most users joined around or less than 10 groups: the average size of group-based profiles was, in fact, 9.94 with a standard deviation equal to 17.49 and a median of 5. Once again, the CDF describing the size of group-based profiles grows quite quickly telling that about 90% of the user population joined less than 20 groups. The dynamics of group formation and joining exhibited by aNobii closely resemble those reported in literature for other technologically-mediated social networks, e.g., LiveJournal [45] .
The most surprising result, however, comes from the analysis of wishlist-based profiles. Although roughly 90% of the users compiled wishlists containing at most 75 books, aNobii wishlists show a broad distribution as well (see Figure 1(c) .) This yields few users having very long wishlists (the maximum was 5,892) with an average size equal to 36.17, a standard deviation equal to 113.77 and a median of 9.
We note that the range of variability associated with the size of wishlist-based profiles is much larger than the size of tag-based and group-based profiles.
This suggests that there are some users who do not perceive wishlists as a useful tool and insert just few or no books in their wishlists. Otherwise, a small fraction of users interprets wishlists as a relevant facility provided by the aNobii platform and provide a long list of books they are likely to read.
These results help us in answering Q 1 : in all the considered dimensions we found few prolific users who were heavily involved in tagging, joining groups and compiling wishlists, whereas the large amount of other users was mostly inactive or silent. This implies that user profiles are, on average, quite sparse in all the considered dimensions. However, the degree of variability in the size of user profiles is non-uniform across these dimensions and the highest level of variability emerges in the usage of wishlists.
VI. THE ROLE OF TAGGING IN ANOBII
Here we analyze the semantics of aNobii tags by means of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (or LDA in short) [37] . It maps documents (modeled as a bag of words in a high dimensional space) onto points of a low-dimensional space called topic space. LDA can be seen as a dimensionality reduction technique such that each document may be viewed as a mixture of various topics. LDA resembles probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA), with the exception that in LDA the topic distribution is assumed to have a Dirichlet prior.
Each topic generates a collection of words and each word is associated with the probability of being observed in a document. A word can occur (possibly with different probabilities) in different topics. Topics can be viewed as abstract entities and, therefore, a topic may not have a clear interpretation and human experts could be asked to associate semantics with topics. Suppose to consider a collection of documents related to a topic referring to travels. This topic is likely to generate with high probability words like Hotel, Railways or Airlines. The number of topics N Topics that LDA has to discover is a parameters of the algorithm which must be provided; in real cases a reasonable choice is to fix N Topics in the range 50-300.
LDA has been recently applied to folksonomies [46] , [47] being the collection of documents replaced by the set of items available in the folksonomy. In case of aNobii, items coincide with books and each book is described as a bag of words whose elements are tags. Each topic z j is associated with a topic vector θ zj ∈ R |T | , a vector having as many components as the tags in T and the i-th component θ zj [i] of θ zj specifies the probability that the topic z j generates the tag t i . We applied a fast implementation of LDA described in [48] with N Topics = 100. In Table VI , we show 5 example topics. For each topic we report the words (Word) it generates and the probability (Pr) of generating that word. Words are sorted in decreasing order of the probability of being generated.
The main facts emerging from the topical analysis follow:
• Tags are used to classify literary genres (e.g., think of Crime Novel in Table II Table VI) , tags are used to specify the publication year of a book. In light of these results, we are now able to answer Q 2 : the usage of tags in aNobii is very heterogeneous, because tags can have a narrow meaning and focus on a specific literary genre (sometimes tags are used to associate a book with its author); by contrast, tags can have a broad semantic (for instance, some users are likely to apply generic tags like French or Russian Literature which can refer to a very large collection of books.) Tags may also be used to reflect user preferences rather than being used to categorize books.
VII. CORRELATION BETWEEN USER PROFILES ACROSS DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS
We now discuss the comparison of the profiles of the same user across different dimensions. We adopt the following procedure: (i) for each user u i ∈ U we consider her profiles p T (i), p G (i) and p W (i); (ii) we take these profiles is a pairwise fashion and compute their Spearman's ρ coefficient. This yielded three different configurations.
The Spearman's ρ coefficient is a non-parametric measure of dependence of two variables and it is used to assess whether one of the two variables can be described as a monotonic function of the other one. In detail, given two vectors x={x 1 , . . . , x n } and y={y 1 , . . . , y n }, the computation of ρ requires to convert each component x i (resp., y i ) onto an ordinal value rx i (resp., ry i ), called rank, such that the largest component of x (resp., y) has rank 1 and the smallest one of x (resp., y) has rank n. This yields two variables X = {rx 1 , . . . , rx n } and Y = {ry 1 , . . . , ry n }. The ρ coefficient is computed as the Pearson coefficient of X and Y . We sorted users according to their values of ρ and the results are graphically reported in Figure 2 .
From Figure 2 we observe that for a large part of user population (about 98.9%) the value of ρ is less than 0.4: this denotes a low level of correlation between tag-based, groupbased and wishlist-based profiles. The highest values of ρ are achieved when we compare tag-based and group-based profiles, the lowest ones instead occur when we compare tagbased and wishlist based profiles. This implies that the different profiles we may associate with a user provide information which complement each other and, taken as a whole, they allow for a better description of user behaviors.
To substantiate the statistical validity of the results, we check whether the ρ coefficients are significantly different from 0. To this purpose, we use a permutation test [49] , which is a re-sampling procedure allowing us to estimate the probability of obtaining a particular value of ρ by chance. Suppose to consider a pair of user profiles referring to a Fig. 2 . Distribution of Spearman' ρ coefficient particular user u i , say her tag-based and group-based profiles; the null hypothesis assumes that the Spearman's ρ of p T (i) and p G (i) is 0, i.e., H 0 : ρ( p T (i), p G (i)) = 0 whereas the alternative hypothesis is H a : ρ( p T (i), p G (i)) = 0. Let ρ be the observed value of the Spearman's correlation coefficient.
The permutation test requires to fix the tag-based profile p T (i) of u i and to select, uniformly at random, a user u j ; after that, the Spearman's ρ coefficient between p T (i) and p G (j) is computed. The procedure described above is called re-shuffling: this procedure should be iterated a sufficiently high number of times (say N reps ) to guarantee statistically robust results. At each iteration we obtain a specific value of the Spearman's ρ coefficient and, after many re-shuffling iterations we can plot a histogram reporting the distribution of ρ values along with the observed value ρ. If ρ is far apart the tail of the histogram, we can reject the null hypothesis. We can finally compute the p-value as the number of observed correlation values exceeding ρ: if it is lower than a significance value α we have strong evidence that ρ differs from 0.
The re-shuffling procedure is applied to the three possible combinations of tag-, group-and wishlist-based profiles. In our experiments we fixed N reps = 10, 000. Since the number of tests to carry out is very large, we focus only on few specific (but relevant) cases in which ρ is around 0.1. These users are the majority of the population in our dataset.We report the result of our permutation test for users showing a value of ρ equal to 0.1097 (tag-based and group-based profiles), 0.1016 (tag-based and wishlist-based profiles) and 0.1107 (groupbased and wishlist-based profiles.) The obtained results are reported in Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) . In all cases, the pvalue was less than 10 −5 : this tells us that ρ coefficients are significantly different from 0.
From Figure 2 we also note that the lowest value of ρ is about -0.17 and it occurs in case of tag-based and groupbased profiles. The fraction of user profiles showing a negative correlation is around 5.25% in all the three configurations under investigation. The fact that there exists a small negative correlation for a fraction of tag-based profiles paired with group-or wishlist-based ones, suggests that the broad distribution of tag usage may represent a confounding factor, thus making tag usage a bad predictor of overall user behavior.
We are now able to answer Q 3 : the correlation between user profiles is in general quite small, independently of the dimensions we consider. This result suggests that we should integrate information available in each profile to get a more detailed picture of users' behavior and needs.
VIII. ENTROPY OF USER PROFILES
In this section we assess the value of information embodied in aNobii user profiles. In this way, we can address a fundamental question: to what extent can future user activities be predicted on the basis of the behavior of other aNobii users? We address this question by means of the application of Shannon's entropy measure [50] to tag-based profiles. We first define the probability that users u i and u j applied the same tags as
Then, the entropy E( p T (i)) of p T (i) is defined as follows
The term − log 2 (Pr T (i, j) is called self-information and, in case Pr T (i, j) = 0 we conventionally set Pr
The entropy of p T (i) specifies to what extent the tagging behavior of user u i is related to that of other aNobii users. To clarify this concept, suppose that u i applied exactly one tag (say t) and that t has been used also by user u j . In this case, we have p T [i, j] = 1 and p T [i, l] = 0 for each l = j. This implies that log 2 (Pr T (i, j)) = 0 and E( p T (i)) = 0. If, vice versa, u i applied multiple tags, say t 1 , . . . , t m that have been also applied by other users, then some components of p T (i) will be greater than 0 and the value of E( p T (i)) will be strictly greater than 0. In such a case, the tag-based profile of u i exhibits a high degree of variability and it will be more difficult to predict what tags user u i will adopt in the future knowing the tags other users applied. The entropy of one's is also influenced by its size and in the extreme case of an empty profile the associated entropy would be equal to 0.
The same line of reasoning holds for group-based and wishlist-based profiles. Thus, we can generalize Equation 3 to define entropy for group-based and wishlist-based profiles as well. The lower the entropy of a user profile, the less "valuable" the information in the profile, since future actions can be predicted on the basis of available information.
In Figures 4(a) -(c) we show three scatter plots. In each diagram we fixed two dimensions: a dot in each plot is uniquely associated with a user and its coordinates identify the entropy (expressed in bits) associated with the profile of that user in each dimension. For sake of interpretation, we also sorted users on the basis of their profiles entropy and we graphically reported the obtained results in Figure 5 . Users exhibiting a high level of discrepancy between the entropy associated with their profiles are less numerous if we consider, in a pairwise fashion, the T and W dimensions as well as the G and W dimensions. However, independently of the pair of dimensions we are take into account, there is a relevant fraction of user population who shows relatively large values of entropy in the profile associated with the first dimension and relatively low values of entropy associated with the profile in the second dimension. Therefore, the level of variability associated with a user profile is non-uniform across all dimensions.
An important observation from Figure 5 is that the entropy of tag-based and group-based user profiles turns out to be nearly comparable and, therefore, the information content of tag-based profiles is at least comparable to that of groupbased ones. Note that this is true at the aggregated level, while at the single user level it might be still possible that either the tag-based or the group-based profile convey more information than the others. Such result suggests that, overall, group affiliation is as much relevant to disclose user interests as tagging behavior. One possible explanation is the fact that aNobii users form groups on the basis of specific, shared reading interests and, therefore, the affiliation to a group is relevant to disclose user reading preferences.
The usage of tags is also interesting: on the one hand, aNobii provides category-based tags like Science Fiction or Fantasy allowing users to classify the content they produce in predefined classes. Other social systems like Delicious or Flickr support collaborative tagging but, differently from aNobii, those platforms only employ free-tagging, i.e., users create and use the tags they prefer. In aNobii, in addition to tags describing the main features of an object, we can find tags describing user personal moods (like happy) or personal events (like graduation) or even dates (e.g., a tag like 2008 used to associate an object with the publication year.) The usage of category-based tags lowers the degree of entropy of user profiles with respect to a free-tagging configuration by reducing the variability in the tag usage. However, also aNobii users are free to create their own tags, which do not necessarily aim at describing a resource. Those tags are shared by very few users and this as a result raises the level of entropy. The lowest level of entropy is achieved by wishlist-based profiles, which are then less informative than tag-and group-based ones.
We now study the mutual dependence of information embodied in user profiles. To this aim, we use a further measure from Information Theory known as mutual information -MI [51] . Suppose that X (defined over a domain X ) and Y (defined over a domain Y) are two random variables; the mutual information I(X; Y ) between X and Y specifies how much the knowledge of X tells us about Y . Let p(x, y) be the joint probability distribution function of X and Y ; let p(x) (resp., p(y)) be the marginal probability distribution functions of X (resp., Y .) Mutual information is defined as follows
The mutual information I(X; Y ) is non negative for any pair of random variables X and Y and it is also symmetric, i.e., I(X; Y ) = I(Y ; X). The higher I(X; Y ), the less uncertainty there is in determining X (resp., Y ) given that we know Y (resp., X.) If we adopt logarithms in base 2, then mutual information is measured in bits.
Equation 4 easily generalizes to the case of arbitrary distributions: for a fixed user u i ∈ U we can consider tagbased, group-based and wishlist-based profiles in a pairwise fashion and, for each of these pairs, we can compute their mutual information. As a result, each user u i is associated with three mutual information values. In Figure 6 (a) we show each user ID in our dataset (x-axis) and the mutual information associated with tag-based and group-based profiles (y-axis.) We also show the values of mutual information associated with tag-based and wishlist-based profiles (Figure 6(b) ) and group-based and wishlist-based profiles (Figure 6(c).) In general, the values of mutual information are quite low in all of the three configurations plotted in Figure 6(a)-(c) . The worst case occurs for the mutual information associated with the tag-based and wishlist-based profiles and, for the vast majority of available users their tag-based and wishlist-based profiles seem independent (therefore, the knowledge of the content of the tag-based profiles is not effective in determining the content of her wishlist-based profile.) There is, however, a small fraction of users such that the mutual information between their group-based and wishlist-based user profiles is greater than 0.2 (with a peak around 0.5.)
As a result of this analysis, we are now able to answer to Q 4 : tag-based and group-based profiles are in general more informative than wishlist-based ones. Nevertheless, note that these profiles, taken independently, convey little information. This is due to the fact that there exists a relevant fraction of users whose entropy in one profile is sensibly higher than in the others, therefore the variability associated with each user is not uniformly distributed across all profiles. Concluding, different profiles convey different information: taken in pairs, the profiles share little mutual information, which means that the knowledge of only one dimension (i.e., profile) of a user is not particularly helpful to predict her behavior in the others.
IX. MULTIDIMENSIONAL CROSS ANALYSIS
We conclude our analysis investigating contrasting behavior that emerges across different aNobii interaction channels. We are interested in users who apply very few tags while, at the same time, join a large number of groups; another question of interest is whether there is a non-negligible fraction of aNobii users who produce rich wishlists but refrain from tagging their books. Such analysis shall disclose how users perceive the features provided by the aNobii platform and what are the services they feel most comfortable. To this aim, we consider the joint behavior of aNobii users across multiple dimensions and we adopt a suitable probability distribution function modeling user behavior across selected dimensions. To compute these joint probabilities, we employ a standard Bivariate Gaussian Kernel [52] and the corresponding results are reported as contour plots in Figures 7, 8 and 9 .
As for T and G dimensions (see Figure 7) we can notice two peaks: the stronger one is located near the point (45, 10) whereas the weaker one is at the location (150, 10). The latter peak proves the presence of a little (but not negligible) fraction of user population who applied a relatively large number of tags but joined a relatively small number of groups.
As for T and W dimensions (see Figure 8) we observe, once again, the presence of two peaks, the former roughly located at (50, 110) and the latter at (320, 120). The second peak is quite interesting because it informs us about a non negligible fraction of users who applied a number of tags which ranges between 300 and 330, a value quite larger than the average number of tags aNobii users generally adopt. However, the size of the wishlists associated with these users is rather small in comparison with the size of the largest wishlist available in our dataset. There are some users who perceive tags as a powerful tool to organize their book collections as well as to expose them to the other aNobii users but who show less interest and motivations in compiling their wishlists. Observe that the two regions in the contour plot in Figure 8 are symmetric and if we spin around T and W axes the contour plot looks the same.
Finally, as for G and W dimensions (see Figure 9 ), there is a peak occurring at the point (10, 120) but it is interesting to observe that the range of variability in the number of groups a user joined to is quite high (it ranges from 0 to about 40.) We answer question Q 5 by observing that extreme behavior actually exists and this discrepancy emerges especially in the usage of tags, although not very commonly. The majority of aNobii users exhibit a balanced adoption of the features of the platform: either they are mostly inactive in all dimensions, or they are engaged in multiple activities to some extent.
X. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we analyzed the aNobii social network of book readers, which allows users to post their readings, give ratings, review books and discuss them with friends and fellows. This environment is interesting due to its heterogeneous structure, part social network, part interest network and part folksonomy. We carried out an extensive analysis describing aNobii users profiles according to three different dimensions, seeking to understand what type of patterns governs the usage of tags, the joining of groups and the compilation of reading wishlists.
From our analysis it emerges that these three activities are described by broad distributions: many users (roughly 90%) exhibit moderately low levels of participation to the platform activities, but the remainder of users is increasingly active. We investigated whether any form of correlation between these three activities exists, discovering that the correlation is Fig. 9 . Joint PDF associated with G and W dimensions usually quite small, suggesting the need to incorporate multiple dimensions to effectively describe users profiles.
We also noticed that the information encoded in the tagbased and group-based profiles is more valuable than that of wishlist-based ones. Each dimension is described by its own entropy distribution that, if taken independently, does not convey much information; in fact, the mutual information between pairs of dimensions is low. This is due to the fact that a relevant fraction of users exhibits unbalanced entropy across different dimensions, with one's profile entropy sensibly higher than other profiles. This suggests that the variability associated with each user is not uniformly distributed across all dimensions, and it leads to hypothesize that these dimensions complement each other, even if to different extents. We concluded our analysis noticing that extreme behavior (e.g., users very active in one dimension and silent in the others) emerges but not very commonly, with the majority of users showing a balance in the adoption of all three observed behavior.
As for future work, we plan to design, implement and experimentally validate a recommender algorithm capable of suggesting readers new books on the basis of both social and semantic signals, exploiting the above-mentioned user dimensions explored throughout the paper.
